Introduction. This paper belongs to the theory of polyadic algebras as developed by , but it has a bearing on the theory of models. Two central concepts are those of homogeneous(2) and of normal extensions of a polyadic algebra (see the beginning of §2 and of §6). These concepts bear some resemblance to concepts of the theory of algebraic extensions of fields; however, we have been influenced more immediately by M. Krasner's general Galois theory [33] [34][35] which can be given a polyadic interpretation. Aside from the short preliminary Chapter 0, the paper is divided into sections grouped into three chapters. Each section begins by an outline of its contents. We proceed to an analysis of the main results of the paper. All polyadic algebras considered are locally finite of infinite degree.
in the theory of definition (Theorem 11.1) and a generalization thereof (Theorem 11.2) due to L. Svenonius [42] (3) . It will be seen that this last theorem is related to the concept of normal extension. Next, using our generalized ultrapowers (and without assuming the generalized continuum hypothesis) we obtain a characterization (Theorem 12.1 and Corollary 12.2) of the notion of elementary equivalence similar to those given by S. B. Kochen [30] [31] [32] and H. J. Keisler [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . In some respects our characterization is an improvement over the ones of these authors (see discussion following Corollary 12.2). Here it is the concept of homogeneous extension which is put to profit. Finally, we give a proof of a theorem (Theorem 13.1) of Vaught [45] .
The concept of locally finite polyadic algebra of infinite degree without equality is used in its full generality: as far as Model theory is concerned this generality enables us to handle simultaneously models of different cardinalities in §12. Also the theory of operations in polyadic algebras plays an essential role, especially in Chapter II. The paper presupposes little beyond an acquaintance with Haimos' algebraic logic papers which are now conveniently available in book form [16] .
Chapter 0. Preliminaries
The purpose of this introductory chapter is to set up the notation and terminology to be used throughout and to state some basic known results. All unexplained notation and terminology is to be found in Haimos [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Unless otherwise noted, the word "algebra" shall always mean a locally finite polyadic algebra of infinite degree. The set of variables / is the same infinite set for all algebras considered; sometimes it will be convenient to assume that / is denumerable. An algebra (A,I, S, 3) shall be denoted simply by A.
Our notation for substitutions differs slightly from that of Haimos: we write S(ijj) where Haimos would write S(j/i) for instance.
Small Greek letters will be used to denote ordinal numbers, mappings of several kinds (in particular transformations, i.e., elements of I1) and types of relational systems. The letter "<5" is reserved to denote any identity mapping, and the letter "co" is reserved to denote the set of all positive integers. Cardinal numbers are identified with initial ordinal numbers. The cardinal next to a cardinal a is denoted by a+ so that the generalized continuum hypothesis is the statement "oc+ = 2* for all infinite cardinal number a." The cardinal number of a set X is denoted by \X |.
The restriction of a function / to a subset X of its domain is denoted by f\ X. The set of all x such that ••• is denoted by {x| ■••}. The set of all functions from a set K into a set W is denoted by WK; the value of xe WK at keK is denoted by xk. Except for the case just mentioned the value of a function / at an element p of its domain is denoted by f(p) or by fp. Let a: Y^X be any map ( 3) The author is indebted to W. Craig who kindly brought this theorem to his attention. and H be any set; a induces a map XH-> YH still denoted by a and defined by the equation (ax)h = a(xh) for all x e XH and heH. Let is also denoted by y(J).
By the center of an algebra 4 we mean the Boolean algebra B of all closed elements of A. The ideals of B correspond biuniquely to the polyadic ideals of A. By the quotient of A by an ideal N of B (or by the corresponding filter jV' = {p'\ p 6 iV}) we mean the same thing as the quotient of A by the polyadic ideal N = {p\psA and 3(/)peiV} of A. The two-element Boolean algebra {0,1} is denoted by 0. The algebra generated by a set S of predicates of an algebra A is the smallest subalgebra of A containing the range of all predicates in S. Tacit use will sometimes be made of a simplified definition of the concept of rich algebra: an algebra A is rich if for every element p of A with a support containing only one variable i, there is a constant c of A such that 3(i)p = S(c//)p. The equivalence of this definition with that of Haimos can be proved by a simple finite induction. Every quotient of a rich algebra is also rich. The value of a constant c at a set J c / is sometimes denoted by c(J) instead of S(c/J).
We say that a B-valued functional algebra A with domain X is regular if for all p e A, xeX1 and J <= I there exists yeX' such that x \ (I -J) = y \ (I -J) and [3(J)p](x) = p(j>), this means that the supremum occurring in the definition of [3(J)p](x) is attained. Let A be a rich algebra with center B, and denote by X the set of all constants of A. By the canonical representation of A we mean the monomorphism/of A into a B-valued functional algebra with domain X and defined as follows: for peA and xeX1 we set (fp)(x) = S(xjl)p. The image of a rich algebra under its canonical representation is regular.
If X is any set and B is a complete Boolean algebra we denote by F(X', B) the full functional algebra of all functions with finite support from X1 to B. If B = 0 this algebra is also denoted by Cx. If A is a simple rich algebra and X is the set of all its constants, we call Cx (or an abstract copy of it) the full extension of A when A is imbedded into Cx by the canonical representation /. Any algebra isomorphic to an F(X!,B) is said to be full. If B is any Boolean algebra with McNeille completion B and if A is a B-valued algebra with domain X then A can always be considered as a subalgebra of F(XI,B).
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The following fundamental representation theorem is used tacitly throughout the paper.
Theorem. Any algebra admits a rich extension and hence a faithful representation by a regular functional algebra, and also a 0-valued representation. If the algebra has an equality E, each of these representations maps E on a reduced equality.
For any positive integer, an n-ary relation (or predicate) on a set X is any function X"-»0. A (finitary) type is a function p from any set A to positive integers. A family of relations {Rx\ Ae A} on a set X is said to be of type p, if for all X, Rkis p(X)-a.ry. A (relational) system of type p. is a couple <X, {Rx\ Xe A}> consisting of a nonempty set X and of a family of relations of type p. on X. The system will usually be denoted by (X, Rx} or more simply by X when no ambiguity will result from this. The cardinality of the system is | X | and the number of relations of the type p is | A |. A "distinguished constant" a is assimilated to the characteristic function of the singleton {a}, and n-ary operations are treated as (n + l)-ary relations in the usual fashion.
Systems of the same type are said to be similar. If (X, Rxy and <Y,SA> are similar, X is a subsystem of Yif X <z Yand for each X and all (x1,---,xßW)eX"w A system X is imbeddable in a system Y if it is isomorphic to a subsystem of Y.
As a rule the word "proposition" denotes a statement which is later superseded by another statement. The abbreviation "iff" is used to mean "if and only if." Items such as equations are numbered consecutively, starting afresh in each section.
Chapter I. Automorphisms 1. Simple full algebras. In this section we study the relations between predicates and operations defined in a set X and predicates and operations of functional algebras with domain X. Specializing to the functional algebra Cx we establish a correspondence between the automorphisms of that algebra and the permutations of X. We conclude with a theorem pertaining to the possibility of extending automorphisms of Cx to simple full extensions.
Let X be a (nonempty) set, n a positive integer, and B a Boolean algebra. An n-place B-valued predicate of X is any function R :X"-> B. If A is a B-valued functional algebra with domain X we may define, for each n-place predicate P of A a ß-valued n-place predicate (1) P*(xu-,x") = P(iu-,in)(x)
where (xu---,xn) is any element of X", and (iu---,i")eI" and xeX1 are such that xh = xl,---,xi =x". Supposing now that A is a full functional algebra [July F(X',B) and that R is any B-valued n-place predicate of X, we may in turn define an n-place predicate R of A by (2) Mh,-,Q(x) = R(xh,-,xin)
for all (iu-,Q e J" and xeX1. We shall sometimes write R^ instead of A. With these notations we have for any B-valued predicate R of X,R* = R and for any predicate P of A, (P*)^ = P.
We remind the reader of the connection there is, in any algebra A with equality £, between the n-place operations Q and the (n + l)-place predicates P singlevalued with respect to their last n arguments (i.e., such that for all (iu•",in) e I" and iel-{iu •••,/"}, 3!(/)P(i,i'i, •••,/") = l).The correspondence is one-to-one and is such that Turning now to operations in functional algebras, we let again A be a full algebra F(X', B). For any n-place operation T of X we define an (« + l)-place (0-valued) predicate R by (5) R(x,xu---,xn) = 1 iff x = T(x1,-,x") for all (XjXj,■■•,*") eX" + 1. It is then easy to show that R is single-valued in its last n variables, the implicit reference to equality being to the functional equality E0 of A. Let fbe the n-place operation of A corresponding to R. It follows from (4) in which Q= f and P= R that for all (it,•••,!',)e/B, J<= /, peAandxeX'
where yeX1 is defined by the conditions = x; if i$J and j'; = ^x,,,---^-,-) if i e J. The proof of this is a simple exercise which we omit and which uses essentially the O-valuedness of R.
Similarly, to any xeX there corresponds a constant x of F(X',B) = A determined by the equation (7) ix(J)p](y) = pOO where peA, J<=I, peA and yeX1, and zeX;is defined by the conditions z\(I -J) = y\(I -J) and zt = x for all iej. Indeed x can be treated as the n-place operation T of X (for any n > 0) that is identically equal to x on a^". (4) It follows from this that if A is an equality subalgebra of an equality algebra A, then any operation of A extends uniquely to an operation of Ä-We shall not, as a rule, distinguish A between an operation of A and its extension to Ä.
Also any constant c of any algebra A can be treated as the n-place operation Q of A which is identically equal to c on F.
It is easy but tedious to verify that if T,Ti,---,Tn are operations on X and T is n-ary then (8) [TO.
-.rjr = tifu-X)-
The proof is based on (4) and (5).
If now A is any B-valued functional algebra with domain X, we say that an n-place operation Q* of X represents an n-place operation Q of A if for all ((',,-••,ije/", Jcl, peA and xeX1 (9) SlQ^-^IJlpix) = pOO where y, = x; if i £ J and = Q*(x(l,if / e J. Thus, for instance, in the example of the full algebra F(X', B) above, T represents f. Our next result asserts that if A is suitably restricted, all its operations are uniquely represented by operations of X. For this we need a lemma. Lemma 1.1. If C is an algebra with equality E then E is an equality for any extension of C by addition of constants C(Y).
Proof. The only thing to show is that E is substitutive, i.e., for all qeC(Y) and i and j in /, q A E(i,j) ^ S(i/j)q. Express q in the form S(y/J)p with pe A, yeY1 and J n {/J} = 0. As S(ylJ) is an endomorphism, it is monotone. The desired inequality is obtained from the same inequality with p instead of q, by applying S(y/J).
Q.E.D. Theorem 1.2. Let A be a regular B-valued functional algebra with domain X and with a reduced equality E. For any n-place operation Q of A there is a unique n-place operation Q* of X which represents Q. If P is the (n + \)-place predicate of A corresponding to Q then for all (x,Xj, •••,*,,) eXn + 1, (10) P*(x,x1,-,x")=l ijfx=Q*{xu-,x").
U 6)6i>""jön are operations of A such that Q is n-ary then (11) [6(ßi,-.ß»)]* = ß*(Ö?,
Proof. From the fact that A is regular and E is reduced it is easy to see that (10) indeed defines an operation Q*. Now letting Q' be any operation on X representing Q we have, setting p = E(i,j) in (9) with Q' instead of Q* and assuming further that all variables of {j,i,ii,
, which means that P*(xi,xtl,-,xin)= 1 iff x, = ß'(xi,.->*j for all x. Therefore g' = g* and Q* is the only operation of X that is liable to represent Q.
There remains to prove (9) for the Q* defined by (10). It is sufficient to do that in the case where J = {j}. Assuming (iu•••,/"), p and x given we have successively yj = 0*0;,,•••,*,"), P*(yj,xh,---,xin)=l,
SiQ(iu-,QIÜPix) = P(y).
Equation (11) follows from a direct check that if ß*,ß*, ••,0* represent respectively Q,Qu--,Qn, then ß*(ß1*,-",6n*) represents Q(Qi,---,Q")-We omit this verification which is straightforward.
Q.E.D. If the Boolean algebra B of Theorem 1.2 is complete, then it follows that (ß*)ĩ s an extension of ß to the full algebra F(X',B). As already noted, if Tis any operation on X, T represents f; hence f* = T. Unless the Boolean algebra B is finite, or else X is finite, the full algebra F(X',B) is not regular and Theorem 1.2 does not apply. In general a full algebra has constants which are not represented in the domain. But if B = 0, for instance, the correspondence T<-> t (or Q**->Q) between the operations on X and those of Cx is one-one. In particular we have the one-one correspondence x*-+x, between X and the set of all constants of Cx.
If a:A->A is an homomorphism of polyadic algebras and P is an n-place predicate of A, the image of P under a is an n-place predicate aP of Ä defined by the equation
Unless a is surjective ((15.3) in [13]) it is not possible to define the image of an operation in general. We next prove a lemma that asserts that in the case of equality algebras everything works fine. The lemma is easy and its proof is again based on the correspondence between operations and single-valued predicates. 
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Proof. Let E and E be the equalities of A and A respectively. Let R be the (n + l)-place predicate of A corresponding to T. Since R is single-valued (with respect to its last n arguments) and aE = E, oR is also single-valued. Let <rTbe the operation of A corresponding to aR. Equation (13) follows immediately from (4) applied to the couples (T,R) and (aT,oR) instead of (ß,P). To show unicity we let T" be any n-place operation of A such that (13) = E\_T'(i1,---,in),aT(i1,---,in)], and hence T = aT. As to equation (14), consider, say, the case where Tand T2 are binary and Tx unary and set T0 = T{TUT2). Then (14) follows easily from the way aT has been defined above and the equation
together with its analogue with the aT's instead of the T's and E instead of E.
We shall sometimes distinguish between a and the mapping of operations ä that it induces; thus we shall write aT instead of aT. If, for instance, a is an isomorphism, we have, for every constant c of A, element q of A and set J <= I, (dc)(J)q = ac{J)a~lq. If Y is a set of constants of A, ce Y1 and again Jc/, then we still have (<tc)(J) = ctc(/)ct_1. The verification of this is immediate.
When a is an automorphism of an algebra A we may think of 5 as a permutation of the set K of all constants c of A. Then it follows easily from the equation (äc)(J) = ffc(J)cr_1 that the mapping ct-xt is an homomorphism of the group of all automorphisms of A into the group of all permutations of K. Thus, in particular, a~l={d)~K Now we consider the special case of the automorphisms a of Cx. First, some notation. For any subset Y of X we let Y= {y\yeY}.
If ye Y1 then yef1 has the obvious meaning. With this notation we have, for instance, x(I)p = p(x) for all peCx and xeX1. We denote by ö the permutation of X corresponding to the permutation ä of X; this means that, for xeX, ax is the element (äx)* of X corresponding to the constant äx of Cx. Theorem 1.4. The mapping a-* a is an isomorphism of the group of all automorphisms of Cx onto the group of all permutations of X.
Proof. For all xs X' and qeCx we have Since x(I)a 1q is a closed element of Cx, it is 0 or 1 and therefore invariant under a. Hence (15) is equivalent to Q.E.D.
(15) (ax)(I)q = ax(I)a lq.
(16) q(äx) = (a q)(x) [ July which, in turn, is seen to be equivalent to (17) (apXx) = pid-'x)
by setting q = a p. From (17) it follows that a is determined by a. Therefore the homomorphism a -*d is an isomorphism. Also it is easy to check that if <r is any permutation of X and a is defined by (17), then er is an automorphism of Cx.
Q.E.D. We conclude with a theorem which will be used repeatedly in the sequel and which presents an interest of its own. To check that o{p = pa we let qeA and y e Y1. To prove the unicity part of the theorem we let at be any automorphism of B such that ayp = pa. From the last sequence of equations we see, working from both ends, that S^j"1)/) = pS(a_1) which means that p&~1 = a^1 or al -pa.
Q.E.D.
No such theorem is available for nonsimple full algebras and this is the reason for which some theorems below are restricted to simple algebras.
2. Homogeneous extensions. By an homogeneous extension of an algebra A we mean an extension B such that any monomorphism of any subalgebra of A into B extends (in at least one way) to an automorphism of B. The (second) main result (Theorem 2.11) of this section is the statement that any simple algebra admits a simple rich homogeneous extension. The question of the "unicity" of this extension as well as considerations special to equality algebras and also cardinality considerations are kept for later sections. The first main result (Theorem 2.7) of the present section can be formulated (somewhat vaguely) thus: any two extensions of an algebra can be imbedded into a single extension. This is a crucial step in the application of Jonsson's work to polyadic algebras.
e begin by describing some special concepts and notations. By a pair we shall mean an ordered couple (D,X) where D is an algebra and each element of X acts as a constant of D. For instance, X could be a set of constants of an extension of D under which D is closed (and we could in fact assume that, in the definition). The point of novelty here is that it is possible for two distinct elements of X to induce the same constant of D. The value of the constant corresponding to x e X at a set J c / will be denoted by S(x/J), or x(J), as if x itself were the constant and for x e X1, S(x /J) is defined as in the case of constants. where peA(Z) and xe(X -Z)1. It is easy but tedious to check that p is well defined and that (p,p) is a monomorphism. We, of course, have p\A{Z) = ßa.
We obtain the following commutative diagram in which the unnamed mappings are identity mappings:
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Since j5 was supposed biunique, the diagram will express the desired conclusion provided we can show that N n C(X) = {0}. We proceed to do that, noting that this will show at the same time that N is proper. The set of generating elements of N is easily seen to be closed under union and so an element q of C(X u K) is in N iff q is ^ an element of the generating set. Let q be a closed element of C(X) and suppose that q S S(tx jl)ap with p e A(Z), x e (X -Z)' and S(x/I)p= 0. Then Q.E.D.
Q.E.D. Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.2 in w hich we let At = A2 = C and X1 = X2 = X = 0.
Q.E.D.
The main theorem of this section begins to take shape in our next result. In the above proof, if we let AY = A2 = C(Y) we obtain the following Corollary 2.5. An automorphism of a rich simple algebra extends uniquely to the canonical full extension of that algebra.
To prove unicity we let p' be any automorphism that makes the above diagram commutative and we let p be the corresponding permutation of Y. It follows using the equations at the end of the proof of Proposition 2.4 that p = p.
We shall not consider pairs any more (except in Theorem 4.2) as these have already served their main purpose (in the proof of Proposition 2.4). Some of our results, for instance Proposition 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 above and Theorem 2.7 below, could have been stated for pairs instead of algebras but as we will have almost no use for such generality we shall restrict ourselves to the more familiar concepts. Our proofs can be generalized easily using, this time, Lemma 
in all its generality.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proposition 2.4 will be generalized to nonsimple algebras later in this section. Corollary 2.5 could also be generalized but this will not be done in the present paper.
Let A = F(X',B) and Al=F{X\,B)
be full functional algebras with the same center, and let t:X^X1 be a surjective map. A mapping s.Al-*A can be defined by setting (sp)(x) = p(tx) for all peAt and xeX1. The mapping s is indeed a polyadic monomorphism; the verification of this is straightforward and is a special case of the proof of Lemma 6.4 in [15] . We call a monomorphism such as s a stretch imbedding. It is easy to verify that s is an equality imbedding iff t is biunique. This concept enables us to prove a fundamental property of polyadic algebras which we now need and which will also be used in Chapter III. Theorem 2.6. Any two polyadic algebras, indeed any family of such algebras, can be imbedded into a single polyadic algebra.
Proof. Let {Ah\heH} be the given family of polyadic algebras. Let, for each h,gh:Ah-> F(Xl,Bh) be an imbedding into a full functional algebra. All Proof. We first deal with the case of simple algebras. Let, by Theorem 2.6, Oi'.Bi-* C, i = 1,2, be monomorphisms into a simple algebra C. Set At = oJt(A) and a = {o2f2)(o1f-l)-i; a 15 an isomorphism of Av onto A2. Let D be a simple extension of C such that a extends to an automorphism p of D (Proposition 2.4). The general case follows easily from the simple case and from the semisimplicity of polyadic algebras. For convenience we assume that the ft are identity maps. Let {(Mlk,M2k)\ke K} be the set of all couples such that for all keK, Mlk and M2k are polyadic maximal ideals of Bt and B2 respectively such that Mlk(~\A = M2kC\A. For each k, let g^B;-*!)* be homomorphisms with kernels, Mik, i = 1,2. Let D be the algebra of all elements with finite support of the (possibly not locally finite) direct product algebra Yi^k and set for p e Bh gi(p) = {gik(p)}-Clearly the g( are homomorphisms such that | A = g2 \ A. To show that gu say, is injective we let for peBj, Mlk be a maximal ideal of Bt such that p$Mlk and M2k be a maximal ideal of B2 containing Mlk n A. Then glk(p) # 0 and hence g^p) # 0.
When the Bf are equal to a single algebra C we may state the result as follows.
Corollary 2.8. Let A be a subalgebra of an algebra C and let o:A-*C be a monomorphism. Then C admits an extension D such that a extends to a monomorphism p:C-*D.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.7 in which B1= B2 = C,ft is the identity map,/2 = a and C is identified to a subalgebra of D by g2. Q.E.D.
The unscrupulous reader who pays no particular attention to the continuum hypothesis can leave out the rest of this section as these results will be superseded in §6 at the cost of using the continuum hypothesis.
From Corollary 2.3 and Corollary 2.8 it is possible to prove Proposition 2.4 without the hypothesis of simplicity. Theorem 2.9. Proposition 2.4 holds in general for nonsimple algebras.
Proof. We use the same device as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. We apply Corollary 2.8 tu times to obtain an infinite sequence of monomorphisms:
<r4: C3-*C4, "'s-1: C4-*C5, and so on.
Each monomorphism in this sequence is obtained by applying Corollary 2.8 to the inverse of the monomorphism that precedes it: thus, aj1 is obtained from o~l:A2 ->C, <r2 from ol:o^~l(C)^*Cl and so on. Hence, for all i, ai+1 extends (Tj. We let C = IJ™! Ct and p be the common extension of all cr,-; it is obvious that p is an automorphism of C. Finally, applying Corollary 2.3 with C in the role of C, we let D be a rich extension of C to which p extends.
Q.E.D. To conclude we generalize Proposition 2.4 in a different direction to get the second main result of this section.
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We shall use tacitly, here and in some later proofs, the following lemma which is easily established, say by Zorn's lemma. Lemma 2.10. Let {Dn\heH} be an increasing chain of algebras, H being a well-ordered set, such that any automorphism of any Dh extends (in at least one way) to an automorphism of the next Dh. Then any such automorphism extends to the union of the Dh. Theorem 2.11. Any simple algebra C admits a rich simple homogeneous extension D.
Proof. We first prove the weaker statement: there exists a rich simple extension D' of C such that any monomorphism of any subalgebra of C into C extends to an automorphism of D'. We obtain D' by a transfinite process. Let Z be the set of all monomorphisms a of any subalgebra of C into C, arbitrarily well-ordered. We construct a chain {D" \ a e £} of simple full extensions of C such that whenever o' < a then Da. <=. Da and a' extends to an automorphism of Da (in at least one way). If Da, has been constructed and a is the successor of a' in the ordering of £, we obtain D" by applying Proposition 2.4 with D". in the role of C and a' in the role of a, to obtain an algebra D*, say, and then by letting Da be the canonical full extension of D*. The monomorphism a' extends to an automorphism of D" by Corollary 2.5 since it extends to an automorphism of D*. Also any monomorphism preceding a' extends to an automorphism of D" (by Theorem 1.5) since it extends to an automorphism of Da..
If a has no predecessor we obtain D" from the Da, for a' < a by taking the union of these and then taking the canonical full extension of this union. At the end D' is obtained simply by taking the union of all Da.
To obtain D we repeat the above process a transfinite number of times exceeding the cardinality of C, taking at each limit step, the canonical full extension of the union of the previously constructed algebras. D is the union of this new chain of extensions.
3. The case of equality algebras. Many results of §2 can be stated for equality algebras. In these statements all subalgebras of a given algebra are assumed to have a common equality and all homomorphisms are assumed to be equality homomorphisms. In most cases these statements need not be given new proofs but can be deduced easily from the corresponding statements for general polyadic algebras as we shall show presently. For this we need a lemma.
Lemma 3.1. // {Ah\heH} is a set of subalgebras of an algebra C, the union of which generates C, and if E is a common equality for the Ah, then E is an equality for C.
Proof. We know that E is reflexive. We show that E is substitutive, i.e., for all peC and ijel (1) p/\E(i,j) ^ S(i/j)p.
Let I be the set of elements p of C for which (1) holds; we show that S = C. It is easy to see that Z is closed under V and A • Let B0 be the Boolean algebra generated by the Ah. Since an element of B0 is a union of intersections of elements in the Ah, we have that B0cl.
B0 is obviously closed under all S(a), a el1, and generates C polyadically. Therefore, by the prenex normal form theorem (see [17] ), an arbitrary element of C is the result of applying a finite number of quantifiers 3(i) and V(j) to an element of B0. For each non-negative integer n, let B" be the set of elements of C obtainable by prefixing at most n quantifiers of the form 3(i) or V(j) to an element of B0. Each B" is a set (actually a Boolean algebra) closed under all S(a); this is easily verified by induction on n using (P6) in the definition of polyadic algebras.
We will be finished if we can show that B"cS implies that B"+i c I, for all n. Suppose therefore that B,cl and let p e B". We have to show that
Qkp A E(i,j) ^ S(i/j)Qkp, where Qk is either 3(Ar) or V(fc), for all i, j, kel. Let k' el be neither i nor j and let px = S(ß)p where ß is the transformation that interchanges k and k' but leaves all other variables fixed. Since pt eBn, we have (1) with Pi instead of p. Applying Qk. to both members we have, since a quantifier is monotone, Qk.pi A E(i,j) £ S(i//)örp1. But ßrp, = Qkp. Q.E.D. An application of Lemma 1.1 immediately yields the equality version of Corollary 2.3. For the equality versions of Proposition 2.4, Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.9, apply Lemma 3.1. Thus in 2.4, simply replace D by the subalgebra generated by all subalgebras p'C where p is the automorphism extending a and / runs through all integers; then apply Corollary 2.3. The easiest way to obtain the equality version of Theorem 2.11 is to go through the proof again and use this time the equality version of Proposition 2.4 where we used Proposition 2.4 before, noting also that the canonical full extension of a rich equality algebra D* has the same equality as D*. Theorem 2.6 does not work for equality algebras in general; in order to state the correct generalization of this theorem to equality algebras, we need some definitions. If A is an algebra with equality E, we say that A (or £) is of characteristic zero if for all finite set of variables J we have If A is not of characteristic 0 we say that it is of characteristic n > 0 for the least integer n for which (2) fails to hold for a set of variables J containing n + 1 elements.
The following lemma is well known.
(2) \J{E(i,j)\i*j; i,jeJ} * 1.
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a simple equality algebra and let X be a set. Then, A is of characteristic 0, a sufficient condition so that there exists an equality imbedding A-*CX, is that \X\~-\A\; on the other hand, if A is of nonzero characteristic n, such an imbedding exists iff \X\ = n.
Proof. Assume A of characteristic 0 and let | X | = a. Let K be a new set of cardinality a and fix the variables in K of an (7 u K)-dilation of A to obtain an algebra A(K). The set of closed elements of A(K), {E(k1,k2)\k1 ^ k2;k1,k2 e K} generates a proper ideal. By dividing A(K) by a maximal extension of this ideal we obtain a simple extension of A, the set yl5 say, of all constants of which is of cardinality a. Also | >4(yx) | = a since a ^ \A \. If now Y is the set of all constants of a rich simple extension A(Y) of A(Yl), the canonical representation of A(Y) yields an equality imbedding A->CY. As we may suppose I y I = a, we may also suppose that CY is isomorphic to Cx.
The rest of the lemma follows easily from the representation theorem for equality algebras and the easily established fact that any simple rich equality extension of a simple equality algebra of characteristic n > 0 is bound to have exactly n constants.
For the generalization of Theorem 2.6 to equality algebras we confine our attention to simple algebras. Theorem 3.3. Any family of simple equality algebras all having the same characteristic n^O can be imbedded in one simple equality algebra of the same characteristic.
Proof. Let {Ah \ heH} be the given family. We use Lemma 3.2. If n > 0, the common extension is Cx with | X | = n. If n = 0, we let X be a set such that IXI ^ I Ah I for all h e H, and again the common extension is Cx.
Q.E.D. Before we come to cardinality and unicity considerations concerning homogeneous extensions we study in the next section another problem related to automorphisms of polyadic algebras.
4. Normal extensions. By analogy with elementary field theory, we say that an extension B of an algebra A is normal if for every element p in B -A there exists an A-automorphism a of B which moves p, i.e., o(q) = q for all qeA and <r(p) # p. This means that A is the fixed subalgebra of B for the group of all /1-automorphisms of B, i.e., A is equal to the subalgebra of B formed of all elements of B left invariant by all /1-automorphisms of B.
The main result of this section asserts that, for simple algebras, any extensions can be imbedded into a rich homogeneous normal extension (Corollary 4.6). The preliminary results are valid also for nonsimple algebras. Our procedure makes use of a method of proof due to A. Robinson [38] and which can be summed up in the following is in the ideal of B1 generated by M.
Proof. Let J(p) = {q\qeB and q < p} and J(p') = {q | q e B and q<p'}\ these are two ideals of B. Let K = J(p) UJ(p'). K generates a proper ideal, for Qi V I2 = 1 with qi < p and q2 < p' is a contradiction. Let J be any proper ideal of B containing K. Then we show that p<£J= {<h|9ie^i and qt^q for some q e J}, the ideal of Bt generated by J. Indeed, if p < q with qeJ(p = q is excluded since p $B) we would have q' < p' and therefore q' eK c J, contradicting the fact that q e J. Similarly p' $J. Let M be a maximal /.
Our next theorem will later be interpreted as an algebraic version of Beth's theorem in the theory of definition (Theorem 11.1). Set D = C(X); f, = giht for i = 1,2; and e, = g^df) = g2(dj) for j= 1, -,n.
e have,for q e A,ft(q) = g^iq) = g2^hi(Q) = gih2{q)=f2{q). Also/^p)^^) since S(ßl/y.« S(enlin)Mp) = 0 and S(e, /ij-S(ejin)f2(p) = 1.
Q.E.D. If .4 and A^ have a common equality, all references to pairs can be eliminated if we use the equality version of Theorem 2.7 and the unicity part of Lemma 1.3. Q.E.D.
For any infinite cardinal number ß an algebra C is said to be ß-homogeneous if any monomorphism o:Cl -> C2 between subalgebras of C of cardinality < ß, extends to an automorphism of C. This concept is due to B. Jonsson [22] . If X is an infinite set of cardinality a and C is an homogeneous extension of Cx then C is a+-homogeneous. This follows from the fact that any algebra of cardinalitŷ a can be imbedded in Cx.
In what follows we let X be an infinite set of cardinality a and C* be any simple a """-homogeneous extension of Cx.
Lemma 4.4. Let Ax be a subalgebra of C* of cardinality 5j a. Then any extension D of Ax of cardinality ^ a is equivalent to an extension of A1 in C*.
Proof. Let a: D -» C* be any monomorphism and let p be an automorphism of C* extending er | ^4 j. Then if we set av = p_1<r, al is a monomorphism of D into C* which leaves A^ elementwise fixed.
Theorem 4.5. C* is a normal (homogeneous) extension of any subalgebra A of cardinality at most a.
Proof. Let peC* -A and let At be a subalgebra of C*, of cardinality at most a and containing A and p. Let, by Proposition 4.3, D be an extension of At of cardinality at most a, admitting an automorphism p which moves p. By Lemma 4.4 we may assume that D is also contained in C*. The automorphism p extends to an automorphism of C* becauseof the <x+-homogeneity of C*. Q.E.D.
The main result of this section is obtained as a corollary: Corollary 4.6. Let Al be any simple extension of a simple algebra A. Then A1 can be extended to a simple rich homogeneous and normal extension B ofA(5).
Proof. We let a = \At \ and imbed Ax into a rich C* which we choose as our B. This is indeed a rich simple homogeneous extension of A since | A | ^ a. That B is normal over A, is guaranteed by Theorem 4.5.
Q.E.D. Next we examine the case of equality algebras. Suppose that in Corollary 4.6, A and Al have a common equality E; then we wish to show that B can be chosen so that it shares this equality. For this, when Ax is of characteristic 0, it suffices to let the imbedding AX^C*X of the above proof be an equality imbedding (Lemma 3.2). If A{ is of characteristic n, it can be imbedded in Cx with | X \ = n. Since, then, Cx has no proper simple equality extension, it is normal over any equality subalgebra A by Proposition 4.3, and it is an homogeneous extension of any such A by the equality version of Theorem 2.11.
Theorem 4.5 can be reformulated by saying that the function which assigns to any subalgebra A of C* of cardinality at most a (= \X\, X an infinite set) the group of A-automorphisms of C*, is injective. No characterization of the groups of automorphisms of C * that are obtained in this manner will be discussed in this paper and, in any case, that cannot be attempted with any chance of success before some unicity statement is made regarding C*. The situation is different for a finite set X if we further confine ourselves to equality algebras; for, in this case, as we have seen, the role of C*is played simply by Cx. To any group G of automorphisms of Cx there corresponds a group G = {a \ a e G} of permutations of X and conversely (Theorem 1.4). Theorem 4.7. Let X be a finite set. The correspondence which assigns to every equality subalgebra A of Cx, the group of permutations of X corresponding to the group of A-automorphisms of Cx is an antiisomorphism of the lattice of all equality subalgebras of Cx onto the lattice of all permutation groups ofX.
Proof. The only nontrivial part of this statement there is still to prove is the ontoness. For this, it suffices to construct for any group G of automorphisms of Cx an element p of Cx such that for any automorphism a of Cx, op = p iff o eG. Let X = {xu~-,x"}. To construct p we define an n-place predicate jR on X by setting for any (y^-^JeX*, R(yu •■■,y") = 1 iff for some peG, y, = pxf; i= l,--,n. If {i'i, •••,!"} is a set of distinct variables, it is easy to verify that p = A(ii, ■■■,i") has the required property. Q.E.D.
From the theorem and its proof it also follows that any equality subalgebra of Cx, for X finite, can be generated by a single predicate in addition to the equality.
In Theorem 4.7 our development virtually makes contact with the Galois theory of M. Krasner [33] [34] [35] . When interpreted polyadically Krasner's theory establishes a one-one correspondence between all groups of permutations of an arbitrary set X and all (not locally finite) complete (in the Boolean sense) equality subalgebras of the polyadic algebra C of all functions (with or without finite support) from X' (with j/| s: |X|) to 0. Another statement of Krasner's theory is that any isomorphism between two subalgebras of C of the type just described can be extended to an automorphism of C(6).
It is possible to generalize Corollary 4.6 to nonsimple algebras using the results of §6 (hence the continuum hypothesis) and the concept of free product of algebras with amalgamation of subalgebras as denned in [4] .
5. Cardinality considerations. The main result of the previous section (Corollary 4.6) says nothing as to the "unicity" of the normal homogeneous extension B. Of course, any unicity statement about B is bound to be conditional to some restriction on the cardinality of B. From our point of view, however, a best result would render B unique by imposing on it some further algebraic condition that would entail such a cardinality restriction. Examples of what we have in mind are the algebraic closure of a field or the real closure of an ordered field. Unfortunately we have not been able to find such a result and the only known unicity statement (Theorem 6.3) will make the a+-homogeneous extension C* of Cx unique (| X \ = a ^ co), and will be provided by a theorem of B. Jonsson on general algebraic systems. This theorem assigns a prominent role to cardinal numbers and its known proof has the disadvantage of requiring the generalized continuum hypothesis.
In this section we pave the way to the application of Jonsson's work to polyadic algebras and we prove that if in Corollary 4.6, Ax is of cardinality a, then B can be chosen of cardinality at most 2". Indeed, as this is not much harder, we prove a theorem (Theorem 5.5) which comes as close to Theorem 6.3 (for the class 0") as we have been able to get without the continuum hypothesis. We shall also have occasion to invoke the results of this section in §12 instead of Theorem 6.3, thus making §12 also independent of the continuum hypothesis.
We begin by noting the rather superficial fact that in such considerations we may assume that |/| = co. This is a consequence of local finiteness. Indeed any algebra is a dilation of an algebra of degree co. It is easily shown that if A and B are any algebras and if o:A-+B is an homomorphism and A+ and B+ are dilations of A and B (with the same set of variables) then a extends uniquely to an homomorphism <r+ : /4+ -» B+ ; if a is a monomorphism (epimorphism) then <r+ is also a monomorphism (epimorphism). If B is a rich algebra, any dilation B+ is also rich. Therefore if B is a rich homogeneous normal extension of A then B+ is also a rich homogeneous normal extension of A +. If Aj is a ./-compression of A with IJI = co we call \ Aj\ the effective cardinality e of A. If we let |/| = ß and I A \ = a then a = /?-e(7). Hence if B} is the desired extension for A} with («) Although Krasner mentions only permutations of / and not transformations in general, it can be shown that, in this context, any S(a) can be defined in terms of equality, arbitrary intersections and the S(ß), ß ranging over the permutations of /.
(7) Unless A is degenerate, i.e., consists only of closed elements, which, as A is simple means that A -0. I Bj I g: 2e we have a similar extension B for A such that | B | g /?2C g 2ß'e = 2". In particular, as soon as ß Si 2c, we even have oc=|/l| = |B| = p\ For the rest of this chapter we shall therefore assume for the sake of simplicity that | /1 = co. Our statements remain valid, if, in them, one interprets the cardinality of any algebra as the effective cardinality of that algebra.
Next we prove two easy lemmas concerning the cardinality of certain sets.
Lemma 5.1. If\x\=a = co, then \ CX\ = 2*.
Proof. There are |/| finite subsets J of /. For each such J there are 2" elements of Cx supported by J, for X1 has 2" subsets. Therefore \Cx\ = \l\-2" = co-2" = 2*. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.2. Let a be an infinite cardinal and p be a type involving at most <x relations. Then the number of isomorphism classes of relational systems of type p and of cardinality at most a is 2".
Proof. For each (infinite) cardinal ß there are 2ß ways of choosing on ß a finitary relation and hence (2ß)' ways of choosing a such relations. Assuming ß g a we have at most 2" isomorphism classes of systems of cardinality ß. Therefore there are at most a • 2" = 2" isomorphism classes of systems of cardinality at most a. That there are exactly 2" such systems can be seen, for instance, by observing that for each subset A' of the domain A of p there exists a system <X,RA> such that | X\ = a and Rx = 0 iff X e A'.
Q.E.D. Proof. A polyadic algebra of degree co can be considered as a relational system of a type involving co relations: there is in addition to the relations standing for the Boolean operations of, say, "intersection" and "complementation," one (binary) relation for each quantifier 3 (J) such that J is finite, and one (binary) relation for each S(a) such that a is a finite transformation (see 7.6 in [13]).
The result follows from Lemma 5.2.
The following theorem will enable us to cut down the cardinality of homogeneous extensions in general. Q.E.D.
We can now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.5. Let a. be an infinite cardinal, X a set such that \X\=a., and C a simple algebra of cardinality at most 2". Then there exists a simple rich a -homogeneous extension C* of Cx of cardinality 2" in which C can be imbedded.
Proof. Let by Theorem 2.6, C0 be a common extension of Cx and C. By Lemma 5.1 we may assume that |C0| =2". Let D be any simple rich homogeneous extension of C0; we will obtain C* by a transfinite induction of length 2".
We choose, once for all, a set S of subalgebras of C made up of representatives of all isomorphism classes of algebras of cardinality at most a; by Corollary 5. (iv) for each p, \CP\ = \Gp\ = 2"; (v) for each p, if ~LP denotes the set of all monomorphisms of algebras in S into Cp, any element of lp extends to (at least) one element of Gp+1. Let C* be the union of the Cp and G be the union of Gp; obviously, C* is a rich extension of C0 in D invariant under the group G and | C* | ^ 2". We show that C* is a +-homogeneous. Given an isomorphism o:A1^A2 between two subalgebras of C* of cardinality 5£ a, we choose p <2" and AeS such that At and A2 are contained in Cp and there exists an isomorphism o^.A-^A^. Set 02 = (To-j. The monomorphisms ax and <r2 extend to automorphisms a* and o*2 in Gp+1cG, and hence to automorphisms of C*. If we let o* -{a* )~io2, we obtain an automorphism in G which extends a.
To construct the chain {(Cp,Gp)}, we first let G0 consist of the identity automorphism alone. Assuming {(Cp,,Gp.)\p' ^ p) constructed with the above properties we let Gp+1 be generated by Gp together with a set of automorphisms of D obtained by extending each monomorphism in Ip to some automorphism of D. Letting C'= Cp and £' = E" above we have that |Ep|^2a and since I Gp \ = 2", we have | Gp + 11 = 2". We then let Cp+1 be any rich extension of Cp in D, invariant under Gp+1 and of cardinality 2" (Theorem 5.4).
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6. a+-universal-homogeneous algebras.
Let Jf be a class of similar relational systems and ß an infinite cardinal number. A system A in Jf is said to be ß-homogeneous with respect to Jf if any isomorphism o:Al-*A2 such that A-tc A, AteJf and \At\ < ß for i = 1,2, extends to an automorphism of A. A system A in Jf is said to be ß-universal (with respect to Jf) if any system B in such that | B\ g /? can be imbedded in A. A system which is both ^-universal and ^-homogeneous will be said to be ^-universal-homogeneous. These definitions are due to B. Jönsson who has proved a general theorem as to the existence and unicity of such systems, under the assumption of the (generalized) continuum hypothesis. In this section we shall apply Jönsson's theorem, in conjunction with results of the previous sections, to several classes of polyadic algebras. For the whole of this section we assume the continuum hypothesis.
Jönsson's theorem can be stated as follows (see [21;22]).
Theorem 6.1. Let be a class of similar relational systems of a type having at most co relations. In order that, for each infinite cardinal a, there exists one and, to within isomorphism, only one oc+-universal-homogeneous system in Jf of cardinality a+ = 2", it is sufficient that the following conditions be satisfied: When Jf satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.1 we shall denote by Vx(Jf) the unique a+-universal-homogeneous system in Jf, a being any infinite cardinal. Before we apply Theorem 6.1 to polyadic algebras it is convenient to derive an easy corollary of it. Corollary 6.2. Let Jf and Jf' be any two classes of similar relational systems both satisfying the conditions of Theorem 6.1 and such that Jf' cJf. Suppose moreover that every system in Jf can be imbedded in a system in Jf' having the same cardinality. Then Ut(Jf)= Ux(Jf').
Proof. That Ux(Jf') is a+-universal with respect to Jf is obvious from the hypothesis; we show that it is a """-homogeneous. Let a:A1-*A2 be an isomorphism such that Ai e Jf, \ A\ ^ aand^; c l/a(Jf') for i = 1,2. Let, for i = 1,2, ^j-be an extension of At such that ^ a and such that there exists an isomorphism g':A[ -*A'2. By an argument like that of the proof of Lemma 4.4 with L/a(Jf') in the role of C* we may assume that A[ and A'2 are contained in l/a(Jf')-The a+-homogeneity of Ux(Jf') yields an automorphism of £/a(Jf') extending u' and hence <r.
Q.E.D. For the application of Jonsson's work to polyadic algebras we maintain the hypothesis | /1 = co so that, as pointed out earlier (proof of Corollary 5.3), polyadic algebras can be considered as relational systems of a type having a> relations. We now list some classes of polyadic algebras: 0, the class of all algebras; Zf, the class of all simple algebras; the class of all rich algebras; S, the class of all equality algebras; «f", n 2; 0, the class of all equality algebras of characteristic n; " = Sn(MS, n^O; ®n = <$" r\0t, n^O. e note that in order to apply Jonsson's theorem to classes of equality algebras we must conceive an equality algebra as a relational system of a type different from that of polyadic algebras so as to make the concept of equality monomorphism a special case of the concept of monomorphism for relational systems in general. The type of equality algebras is obtained from that of polyadic algebras by adding to the relations standing for the Boolean operations and for 3(J) and S(a) (with J and a finite) a distinguished element standing for £(/,;') for some arbitrary but fixed pair of distinct variables Now we can state the main result of this section which, with the help of the continuum hypotheses, supersedes some of our earlier results. Theorem 6.3. The classes 0, 3t, £f, ^n^,^0
and Sf^C\0to all satisfy the conditions of Theorem 6.1 and hence each of them admits, for any infinite cardinal a, a unique a + -universal-homogeneous system.
Proof. Conditions II, V, and VI are trivial in all cases. Condition I' follows from Lemma 5.1, say, in all cases. Condition III follows from Theorem 2.6 for the first four cases, and from Theorem 3.3 for the remaining two cases. Condition IV follows from Theorem 2.7 for the first four cases and from the equality version of this theorem for the last two cases.
Q.E.D. We cannot apply Jonsson's theorem to the class«?, for III fails for that class. The same condition also fails for the classes €" and 0tn for n ^ 0. If n > 0, d
oes not satisfy I'. Also it is easy to show that a class of equality algebras, like $ for instance, conceived as a class of polyadic algebras so that the concept of raonomorphism for it is simply that of polyadic monomorphism, does not satisfy Condition V. The last of these three systems has an equality, but we do not expect the first two to be equality algebras:
Theorem 6.5. The algebras Ux{£?) and UX(S^) have no equality.
Proof. Let U be any of these two systems and assume that U has an equality E. Let j4j be any equality subalgebra of V of cardinality g a. Applying Proposition 4.3 with A = {0,1} and p = E(i,j) for some pair of variables such that i ± j, we obtain an extension D of A1 and an automorphism p of D such that p(p) =^ p. As in Lemma 4.4 we may assume that the extension D of Al is contained in V. The automorphism p extends to U. But p is invariant under any automorphism of U. Therefore U has no equality.
Q.e.D. There is yet another class of systems to which we wish to apply Jönsson's theorem. Let A be a simple equality algebra of characteristic 0. We denote by 0t(A) the class of all simple rich extensions by addition of constants of A. We say that an algebra A(X)et%{A) of cardinality ß is /?-universal-homogeneous if any algebra ACT) of cardinality g ß in &t(A) can be imbedded in A(X) by an .
4-monomorphism and if whenever o:A(Xl)->A(X2)
is an ^-isomorphism between two subextensions of A(X) of cardinality less than ß, o can be extended to an automorphism of A(X). This concept becomes a special case of the general concept of /^-universal-homogeneous systems of a type which, in addition to the relations standing for the polyadic structure, has one distinguished constant for each element of A. Note that this type may have more than cu relations; it has, indeed, exactly \A \ relations assuming A # 0. Theorem 6.6. For all cardinals a Si \A\, 3%{ä) admits one and to within A-equivalence, only one a4-universal-homogeneous system Ux[0l(Ay]. If A is identified to a subalgebra of Ua(£?0) by an equality monomorphism and if X is the set of all constants of Ux{^0) then Ux\ß(A)~\ = A{X).
Proof. It is obvious from Corollary 6.4 that A(X) is an a+-universal-homogeneous system in M{Ä), since A(X) is closed under any ^-automorphism of Ux(^0). Also it is easy to see as in the proof of Theorem 6.3 that äi(A) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.1 except the basic one concerning the number of relations of the type of the systems in 0t{A) when | A | >oj. The proof is complete for the case | A | = co (the case where | A \ < co is the trivial one where A = 0).
For the case where \A \ > co we note that Theorem 6.1 remains valid if in it we replace co by any cardinal ß provided we restrict a by the condition a ^ ß. Only trivial modifications to the proof of Theorem 6.1 in [21; 22] are needed to establish this fact; indeed Lemma 2.8 in [21] is the only part of the proof that needs minor changes. However the reader need not verify the whole of this. For we have already proved the existence of Ua[@(Ä)] above independently of this extension of Theorem 6.1, and for the unicity of this system it suffices to verify that the proof of the unicity part of Theorem 6.1, that is, Theorem B in [22] , is independent of any hypothesis as to the number of relations of the type of the systems concerned.
Chapter II. Representations of simple full algebras 7. Strongly rich algebras. The aim of Chapter II is to obtain a description of all regular representations of Cx, i.e., of all monomorphisms of Cx into regular functional algebras. Of course all 0-valued representations are of this type. As a first step in the solution of this problem, we study in this section the representations of certain algebras to be called strongly rich algebras. We begin by some general remarks concerning representations; we shall use the notations and results of §1.
Let/ be a (functional) representation of an algebra A, i.e., an homomorphism of A into a functional algebra; if this functional algebra is B-valued and has domain Y, it will be found useful to denote the representation in full by [f,A, Y,B]. It is obvious, since every element p of A is in the range of some predicate P of A, that / is entirely determined once the B-valued predicates (fP)* of Yare known, P ranging over the set of all predicates of A, or even over some set of predicates generating A. Indeed if P is n-ary and p = P(iu-,iJ, then for all ye Y1, (/p)(y) = (/P)* 0>j .)>,•"). Even though these are determined by the (/B)*, we shall often, when dealing with a regular representation, write explicit formulae for the operations (fQ)* defined on Y by virtue of Theorem 1. We say that a representation YUB{\ is a subrepresentation of a representation [g2,A2, Y2,B2] if Yy cz Y2, Ax <=. A2, Bt a B2 and for all peAy and }>e Y/, (giPHjO = (g2P)(y)-Equivalently we say that g2 is an extension of gt or contains gx. If /4t is a rich equality subalgebra of a rich equality algebra A2 and if gt and g2 are their canonical representations respectively, then g2 contains gx.
Next we shall express an arbitrary extension by addition of constants A(Y) of an (arbitrary) algebra A as a quotient of a free extension A(K) of A For convenience we assume that A has an equality. An extension by addition of constants B of A is said to be free if for some set of constants K of B for which B=A(K), the following property holds; for any couple {huh2) where nt is an (equality) homomorphism of A into some algebra C and h2 is a mapping from K into constants of C, there exists an homomorphism h:A(K)-+C such that n|/l= ht and «|K = n2, Ä being the mapping from constants of A to constants of C defined by h (Lemma 1.3) . The set of constants K is said to be free on A. It is clear that the cardinality of K determines A(K) to within equivalence. To prove the existence of free extensions we let A(K) be obtained by fixing the variables in K of an (/ U K)-dilation A+ of A (we assume, of course, that in K = 0). Assuming C and {huh2) given we proceed to define h. We let peA(K) have support {i1,---,im,k1,---,k"} as an element of A+. Identifying the predicates of A with their extension to p has the form P(h>'"iim>ki>'"iK) f°r some (m + ?0-Predicate P of A. We set hp = {hlP)(il,---,im,h2kl,---,h2k^. The verification that n is an homomorphism with the required properties is straightforward and will be omitted.
To express an arbitrary extension by constants ^4(Y) as a quotient of a free extension we let A{K) be such that | K | 2; | Y| and we choose for ht the identity isomorphism and for h2 an arbitrary surjective mapping K -* Y. If N is the kernel of an homomorphism h inducing (hlth2), we of course have that A(Y) is equivalent to A(K)IN.
We may mention here without a proof a fact which will not be needed later but is perhaps of independent interest: if A = Cx (X an infinite set) and K is a singleton {k} then there exists a set of constants of the free extension A{k) which is free on A and which has cardinality
We are now ready for a first easy lemma.
Lemma 7.1. If A is an equality algebra and A(K) is a free extension then the set of all constants of A(K) is the closure T(K) of K under the operations of A (identified to their natural extension to A(K)).
Proof. Let c be a constant of A(K)a.nd let q = E(i, c). As an element of A+, q has support {i,klt-,kH} say, with (/c1,---,fc")eX"and is therefore of the form P(i,k1,---,k") where Pis an (n + l)-place predicate of A (identified to its extension to a predicate of A+) single-valued in its last n places. Let T be the n-place operation of A defined by P. We have c= T(/c1; •■■,k").
To get any further we must now specialize to a particular class of polyadic algebras. We say that an algebra A is strongly rich if for any element p of A with finite support J U {/}, there exists a J-term t of A such that 3(i)p = S(r/i)/>. Our next lemma asserts that this class contains that algebra in which we are especially interested. Lemma 7.2. For any set X, Cx is strongly rich.
Proof. The generic element of Cx has the form p = P\i,ii, •■-,/,) where P is some (n + l)-place predicate of X. We look for an n-place operation f of Cx such that 3(i) P(i, iu -,Q= P\f(h, -, QAi, -. QThis means that for all (xt, •■•,x") eX", (2) \f{P(x,xu--,xn)\xeX} = P[IXxi,-,x»),x1,-,xJ.
Given (x t, • • •, x"), if the supremum in (2) is 1, choose xeX such that P(x,xlt • • ■, x") = 1 and set T(x!,---,x") = x. Otherwise, define T(xt, ■■■,x") arbitrarily.
Q.E.D. As a second example of strongly rich algebras we mention Peano algebras. Since this fact is not needed here, we omit the proof which is simple and is based on a well-known argument that can be found for instance in [40] . [July In order to obtain the canonical representation of an extension A(Y) of a strongly rich equality algebra A we prove some lemmas which will yield information regarding the set of all constants of such an extension. Lemma 7.3. // A is a strongly rich algebra, so is every homomorphic image of A and also every extension by addition of constants.
Proof. First let h:A-*A be an epimorphism. To show that A is strongly rich, let p = hqeA where qeA; and q, and hence also p, has finite support Ju{/}.
Let t be a /-term of A inducing a J-term t of A and such that 3(i)q = S(t/i)q. Then, applying h we get 3(0p = S{iji)p.
We Q.E.D.
It is now possible to give a description of the canonical representation of an arbitrary extension by addition of constants of a simple strongly rich equality algebra A. Such extensions are rich by virtue of Lemma 7.3. Let Y be the set of all constants of such an extension; A(Y) need not be simple. The description is dependent on some fixed epimorphism A{K)-> A(Y), A{K) being a free extension. We let N be the kernel of this homomorphism restricted to the center of A(K); if i is a constant of A(K) we denote by t/N the constant that t induces on A(Y) and we denote by the same letter an operation of A and its extensions to A{K) or to A(Y). With these conventions it follows from (14) in §1 that, if Q is an n-ary operation of A and i1; ••-,<" are constants of A{K), (4) Q(h,-,t")IN = Q (hlN,-,tJN) .
From Lemmas 7.1, 7.3 and 7.4 it follows immediately that Y= {t/N\t eT(K)}. We shall denote this set by r(K) /AT. We note that 8. Generalized reduced powers. In this section we shall derive a description of all reduced, regular, irredundant representations of Cx from that given in the preceding section for strongly rich algebras in general. This will be achieved by means of the concept of generalized reduced power of a set X of which we immediately give the definition.
Let X, W and K be arbitrary sets. Denote by F(WK,X) the set of all functions u from WK to X with finite support (i.e., such that for some finite subset L of K, u(wj) = u(w2) for all elements Wj and w2 of WK for which wl\L = w2\L). Denote by &>JWK) the Boolean algebra of all subsets of WK whose characteristic functions have finite supports. Let D be any filter of 0>JWK). By the generalized reduced power F(WK,X)/D we understand the (6) (fsPnhlN,-,tJN) = P(h,-,tn)IN, (7) (fNQ)*(hlN,-,tJN) = Q(h,-,QIN. [July quotient set of F(WK, X) by the equivalence relation "~" defined for elements i/, and u2 in F(WK,X) by (1) «! ~ u2 if {w I w 6 WK and u^w) = u2(w)}eD.
That this is an equivalence relation follows easily from the fact that D is a filter. The equivalence class of an element u of F(WK,X) modulo this relation is denoted by ujD. If D is an ultrafilter we shall say that F(WK,X)/D is a generalized ultrapower of X. When K is a finite set the generalized reduced power F(WK, X)/D is just a reduced power XH jD with H = WK, in the sense of [8; 9] ; if K is a singleton {k}, WK can be identified with W. An arbitrary n-ary operation T on X induces on F(WK,X) an operation T* defined by
for all elements i^,•••,«" in and weWK. In particular, treating an element xeX as a unary function on X identically equal to x, we let x* be the function in F(WK,X) identically equal to x.
The main result of this section is the following Proof. According to the results of §7, any representation of Cx of the kind mentioned is equivalent to one of the form [fN,Cx,T(K)IN,Tl(K)lN~]. To show that this representation is equivalent to that defined by (3) we define a bijective map <j>:T(K)->F(XK,X) and an isomorphism : U(K) SPJjf). The generic element of T(K) has the form f{ku---,k^ where Tis an n-ary operation of X and {ku -.fe.) e K". We set for all xeXK (6) c6[f(fc1,-,fcn)](x) = r(x4l,-,xj.
Similarly the generic element of Tl(K) has the form P{ki,---,k^) where P is an n-ary predicate of X and (k1,---,k")e K". We set by definition (7) *lHku~; fc")] = {x\xeXK and P(xkl,-,xj = \}.
We verify that c6 is bijective and ij/ is an isomorphism. To show that c6 is surjective we let ueF(XK, and r' = f'{k[,---,k'") be two distinct elements of T(K), then E(t,t') # 1. We shift the scene of action from the set L= {fcj, to a subset of 7
by applying to this inequality a substitution S(a) of the (I U X)-dilation of Cx, a being a permutation of 7 UK such that ctLc 7. We obtain with q in Cy. Hence for some y e X', q(y) = 0. Now choosing x e XK such that xk -y«k f°r all fceL, we have that (c6f)W ^ (<£OM> which means that c6(r) c6(i'). That i/» is an homomorphism is obvious; that its kernel is 0 can be shown again by shifting the scene of action from a finite subset of K to one of /.
To show that \j/ is surjective, we let s be a function from XK to 0 with a finite support {klf If we let u = T*(uu •••,""), then the set in (8) is XK eD. Therefore by (10) in §1 we have (4). Q.E.D.
Every representation fD contains a subrepresentation equivalent to the identity representation of Cx. For if for xeX, we let x+ = x*\D we have from (1) that x* ^ x* whenever xt and x2 are distinct elements of X. From (3) it follows that for all n-place predicates R of X and all (xu •■■,x") g X". If we let X + = {x + \xeX} we see that the bijective map x->x+ carries the identity representation of Cx onto a subrepresentation of fD with domain X+.
Next we characterize the ultrafilters D of 0m{XK) such that fD is equivalent we have to show that P(wkl, wkn) = 1 which means that P(x(*,),",»x(*"))= 1. Since E(x{k'\ eN' for i = l,-,n we have P(x{k,\---,x(kn))e N', but this element of AT can only be 0 or 1 since it is in Cx. Since 0<£ N' the element in question is 1 and this gives the desired conclusion.
Conversely we show that for any weXK, the filter AT = i^_1(Dw) is flat. Indeed AT contains E(x,k) for all x e X and keK such that wk = x. Q.E.D.
So far we have been dealing only with generalized reduced powers F(WK,X)/D in which W= X. Of course in the representations in which such powers occur, the sets If and K can be replaced by any sets and Ki having the same cardinality as W and K respectively. Our next theorem shows how the case where | W\ ± | X \ comes into the picture. For the sake of convenience we deal only with the case of generalized ultrapowers. This result will be needed for an application in §12. We first state a lemma of which we omit the proof which is an easy exercise. From this and (10) with A = E we get by using the stretch imbedding s defined by any surjective map n: W-* X. But if I WI < IX |, even if K is a singleton {k} and we are dealing with a reduced power Xw jD, we do not seem to be able to answer the question with the techniques now at our disposal otherwise than by a direct check. To make the positive answer to the question follow from general principles, and to point the way to other possible generalizations of reduced powers, we now sketch an entirely different development which is somewhat closerto the model-theoretic treatment initiated by Los [37] and later pursued by various authors in [9; 29; 32] , for instance. Thus we show that reduced powers make their appearance in at least two essentially different ways in the theory of polyadic algebras.
First some notations.The direct product of a family of sets {Ym\m eM] is denoted by Yi^m-If ^= Tl^m and ye Y, the mth component of y is denoted by ym. If ye Y1, then ym is defined by the equation = y"; either of these elements is also denoted by yj". An element ye Twill sometimes be denoted by a symbol like {/"}. [g,A,Z,B~\ by setting for peA and zeZ1, (gp)(z) = (fp)(z). Suppose A has an equality and / is reduced and regular. Then Z yields a regular subrepresentation iff (fA){2) is rich and Z is the set of all constants of (fA)(Z). If, furthermore, A is strongly rich, this is equivalent to saying that Z is closed under all operations (fQ)* of Y, Q being an arbitrary operation of A (Lemma 7.5).
This result enables us to answer affirmatively the question raised at the beginning of this section. It suffices to verify that for any operation T on X, F(WK,X) is closed under the direct power operation T* or\XM withM=WK.
Any kind of subsets of XMjD of the form U/D where U is a subset of XM closed under all T and UjD = {ujD \ u e U} yields a subrepresentation of [/D,Cx,XM/D,^a(M)/D] and a generalization of the concept of reduced power. For instance, Keisler's limit ultrapowers [23] are easily seen to be of this form. Many variations on this theme become possible: assuming again M = WK we may take for U the set FX(WK,X) of all functions from WK to X with a support of (8) Note however that, unless D is an ultrafilter, (fßP)* is not a 0-valued predicate of Y\XmID. This is not in accord with the definition of reduced products of relational systems given in [8; 9] . [July cardinality less than a, a being an arbitrary cardinal. If a = a>, this is F(WK,X), whereas if a. > | K\, this is XM. Or we may take for U the set of all elements of XM with a finite range. And so on.
Chapter III. Model-theoretic interpretation 10. Basic concepts. In this chapter we shall derive some model-theoretic results from the polyadic results obtained in the first two chapters. This section is devoted to defining the concepts from Model theory which we shall need and to describing the fundamental relationships between these and the theory of polyadic algebras.
The concepts of a type p and of relational system of type p have been defined in Chapter 0. Let p : A -+ a> be a type and {P, | X e A} be a family of predicates of a polyadic algebra; the family is said to be of type p if for all X, Px is a p(A)-place predicate. By the polyadic algebra of a system <X, Rx ) we mean the polyadic algebra generated in Cx by the predicates P\x and the functional equality.
Two similar systems (X, Rx > and < Y, Sx > are said to be elementarily equivalent if there is a (necessarily unique) isomorphism c6 of the polyadic algebra of the rst system onto that of the second system such that, for all X, <}>fcx = §x{9).
To every type p is associated a first order predicate language L(p) with identity = , and a p(A)-place predicate symbol Fx for each X e A. The set of individual variables of L(p) is taken to be /. The symbols V, A, = >', 3, V are used in the customary way as propositional connectives and quantifiers; it will be seen that this use of these symbols is compatible with their use in the theory of Boolean and polyadic algebras. We assume that the reader knows the meaning cf such words as formula, free and bound variables, and statement or closed formula. We also assume that the reader knows what it means for a formula of L(p) to be satisfied in a system < X, Rxy of type p for a particular assignment of values in X to the variables, i.e., for a particular element x of X!( °). A formula is said to be valid in < X, R xy if it is satisfied in < X, Rxy for all elements xeX1.
Added in proof. A model of a set of formulas 2 is a system in which all members of 2 are valid. A formula A is a consequence of S if A is valid in all models of X. A theory is a set of formulas containing all its consequences. The set X of all consequences of £ is a theory. A set X is consistent if it has a model. A theory is complete if it is consistent and if, for every statement H, it contains either H or H'. The set of all formulas valid in a given system is a complete theory called the complete theory of that system.
It is known that the concept of consequence can also be defined by means of a finitary concept of deduction but this will not be needed here. (9) This concept is independent of /(as long as / is infinite). Indeed it is easily shown that, if Ai and A\ + are the polyadic algebras of a relational system with respect to two sets of variables /and /+ such that / c: /+, then Aj + is the /+-dilation of Aj. For a clue to the proof of this, see Theorem 4.4 in [7] . Then the assertion follows from remarks in §5.
(10) For more details on this, see for instance [44] .
We denote by F(p) the set of all formulae of L(p). Propositional connectives such as V, A and = act as binary operations on F(p), and for each i e I, 3(0 and V(() act as unary operations on the same set. By the polyadic algebra of a (consistent) theory T we mean an algebra to be denoted by F(p)jT and whose elements are the equivalence classes of F(p) under an equivalence relation defined by: H1 ~ H2 iff Ht = H2eT for all Ht and H2 in F(p). For any formula H we denote by H/T the equivalence class of H. For any X, there is a /<(2)-place predicate FJT of F(p)jT defined by
This set of equivalence classes becomes an equality polyadic algebra under Boolean operations and quantifiers which are induced by the corresponding propositional connectives and quantifiers as operations in F(p). The substitution operator S(ce) for a, s I1 is induced by the unary operation on F(p) that consists in actually performing the transformation a on the free variables of formulae. The unit element of that algebra is the equivalence class T. The verification of these facts is a straightforward exercise based on the definition of the notion of consequence that we have given above. For further reading on the subject of the correspondence between first-order theories and polyadic algebras the reader is referred to the Proof. Given the model {X, Rx} of T, the representation /is defined as follows, or HjT e F(p)/T and x e X1, (fH/T)(x)= 1 iff H is satisfied if we assign the value x, to the variable i and Rx to Fx for all X and i. We omit the verifications. The converse part follows from the fact that for H eT, H/T = 1 and hence for any representation /, H is valid in <X,(/FA/T)*>.
Q.E.D. In particular, if T is the complete theory of a system <X, Rxy we obtain as a corollary the relationship between the polyadic algebra of the system and that of the theory.
Corollary 10.2. Let T be the complete theory of a system (X,RX} and A be the polyadic algebra of this system. Then there exists an isomorphism f:F(p.)/T-+Asuch that for all X,fFJT= Ax.
(n) Although some of these references deal mostly with cylindrical algebras, the reader will have no difficulty in adapting their contents to polyadic algebras using the results of [10] . To see what this means in terms of polyadic algebras we first note that for x e X and i e I, &x(i) = Ei(i,x), EY being the equality of Cx. Similarly, if E2 is the equality of Cy and y = 4>x, then Sx(i) = E2(i,y). It follows that, if At and A2 are the polyadic algebras of the systems {X, Rx} and <Y,SA> of type p; then the polyadic algebras of the corresponding systems of type v are ^4j(X)and A2{(pX~) respectively. From these remarks, the following theorem is obvious. (2) R+(uJD,-,uJD) = 1 iff {w\weWK and R(u1,-,un) = l}eD.
11. Theorems of Beth and Svenonius. In this section we shall use results of §4 to obtain new proofs of two known results in the theory of definition. The first of these results is due to Beth and has already been given several proofs by different authors (see [1; 38; 3; 32] ). The second result is due to Svenonius [42] and is a generalization of the first. We state these results for the first order predicate language with identity L(p) but trivial modifications yield similar results for first order predicate languages without identity.
If Q is a set of formulae (of L(p)), we denote by Q the smallest set of formulae containing £2 together with all formulae "i = /'for (' and/ e / and closed under all propositional connectives and quantifiers.
For any formula H with free variables {iu •••,iH}, and system <Z, Rx > we call the interpretation (or abstract) of if in the system X, the set of all (xlt-,x^ eX" such that for some (and hence all) xeX1 such that x;i = xlf---,x^ = x", H is satisfied for the assignment x.
The statement of Beth's theorem which follows is adapted from Theorem 2 in [3] .
Theorem 11.1. LefL be a consistent set of formulae {of the language L{p)) and let D. be a set of formulae and G0 a formula with free variables •••,!"}. Suppose that for any two models (X,RX~) and {X, SA> o/Z in which the interpretations of any formula in £1 coincide, the interpretations of G0 also coincide. Then there exists a formula He Q (containing free at most the variables {'ij "• »'n}) an& sucn that (V(1) • • • (V,n)(G0 -H) 's a consequence of S.
Proof. Let Ax = FJI, and A be the equality subalgebra generated by {G/£|Gen}. If we let p = G0/f, the desired conclusion is that peA. Assume p$A. Then by the equality version of Theorem 4.2 and the representation theorem for equality algebras, there exist two reduced representations [fhA,X,ö], i-1,2 such thatfl\A=f2\Amdfl(p) =£f2(p). By Theorem 10.1 these yield two models with the same domain in which the abstracts of all G £ ft agree but those of G0 do not.
Svenonius' theorem reads as follows.
Theorem 11.2. Let S, fi and G0 be as in the preceding theorem. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) There does not exist finitely many formulae Gt, ■■•,GS of fi such that V (Vil)-(Vin)(G0-G()eS.
1=1
(ii) For some model {X,RX} of S and some permutation c/> of X, the interpretations of all GeQ in <X, Rx} and in the isomorphic model <X,t/>.RA> coincide while those of G0 differ. Theorem 12.1. For any set H of (not necessarily similar) relational systems such that \H\ gy and \X\ g a for all systems X eH (y, a infinite cardinals) there exists a cardinal ß such that a g ß g yl"and an ultrafilter D of ^<a(ap) (12) such that: Proof. e immediately note that the "if" part of (ii) is obvious since the systems XY and X2 can be elementarily imbedded into the generalized ultrapower systems.
Let M be a rich simple homogeneous extension of the full algebra Ca (Theorem 2.11). For each system XeH choose a stretch imbedding s: CX-*CX such that if I X I = a, s is an epimorphism and hence is equality preserving. Let At and A2 (12) Here "otp" does not stand for an ordinal but for the set of all functions from the set ß into the set a.
be the algebras of two elementarily equivalent systems (Xlt Rx} and (X2,SX} in H respectively, and let a:A1-*A2 be the isomorphism that implements that equivalence. For each such pair of systems choose an automorphism p of M extending the monomorphism s2os~[l of s1A1 onto s2A2, Sj and s2 being the stretch imbeddings belonging to Xx and X2 respectively. Let G be the group of automorphisms of M generated by these chosen automorphisms. Of course I GI s; y; and, by Lemma 5.1, we have | Ca \ = 2" assuming, as we may, that I / I = co. By Theorem 5.4, let M be a rich extension of C" contained in Af, invariant under G, and such that | M | ^ y2". Denote by Z the set of all constants of M and by Y the set of all constants of CX(Z). As Ca(Z) has an equality we have that As to (ii), since p maps (s1A1)(Y) onto (s2A2)(Y) in such a way that P(SA) = s2$x (f°r all ty>P induces a biunique map p from F(ccß, Xt)/D onto F(aP,X2)jD such that pR% = Sx+. This means that p is an isomorphism between the generalized ultrapower structures mentioned in (ii).
Q.E.D. In this proof, essential use is made of the concept of polyadic algebra without equality; if for all XeH,\X\ = ct then instead of invoking Theorem 2.11 we may invoke the equality version of this theorem so that M is an equality extension of Ca.
For the H of Theorem 12.1 one can take, for instance, a set of representatives from all isomorphism classes of relational systems of cardinality g some infinite cardinal a and of types involving at most a relations. Then according to Lemma 5.2 we can set y = 2" and the generalized ultrapowers of the theorem are of cardinality at most 2°t.
By letting H in Theorem 12.1 consist of two similar relational systems with an arbitrary number of relations, we obtain Corollary 12.2. Le^Zj,^) and (X2,SX} be two similar infinite relational systems and let a be the larger of | Xx | and | X2 |. Then the two systems are elementarily equivalent iff for some cardinal ß such that a ^ ß :g 2", and some ultrafilter D in ^"(a') the generalized ultrapower systems <F(ap,X1)/D,R^" > and {F(af,X2)j D,SX > are isomorphic and of cardinality ß.
A comparison between the above results and similar ones of S. B. Kochen and of H. J. Keisler is in order. These authors have both defined concepts of limit ultrapowers which are known to be equivalent (see Kochen [30; 32] [29] ) have announced the possibility of characterizing the concept of elementary equivalence by means of ultrapowers only. Despite its obvious merits, this result, aside from requiring the use of the continuum hypothesis, has the further slight disadvantage that the isomorphic ultrapowers of two given elementarily equivalent systems have a cardinality which depends on the number of relations of their type in addition to the cardinality of the given systems.
13. Elementary homogeneity. We conclude this paper by proving a result of R. L. Vaught (see Theorem 2 in [45] and Theorem A.l in [29] ). The proof uses the continuum hypothesis as it is based on a result of §6. To state Vaught's theorem we introduce some definitions.
For any cardinal number ß, a relational system X is said to be ß-elementarily universal if any elementarily equivalent system Y such that | Y | g ß, is isomorphic to an elementary subsystem of X. The system X is said to be ß-elementarily homogeneous if any isomorphism a : XY -* X2 between two elementary subsystems of X of cardinality less than ß can be extended to an automorphism of X. Vaught's theorem can be stated as follows. Q.E.D.
(13) The equivalence of our generalized ultrapowers with Keisler's limit ultrapowers can be obtained by comparing our Theorem 8.1 with Theorem 2 of [26] . Also a generalized ultrapower F(WK, Y)/D can be shown to be isomorphic with the direct limit of a canonical direct system of ultrapowers as defined in [26] by letting the directed set A" there be the set of all finite subsets of K ordered by inclusion.
(14) The class K mentioned in the upper part of p. 247 of [32] must be further restricted by putting a bound on the number of relations involved in the types of systems in K, in order to make it a set. This assumption was probably made tacitly there.
(is) As to this reference, see also footnotes 5 and 8 in [29] and footnote 15 in [32] .
